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Grab is set to reduce the number
396.411 cm2
of points users can earn on a transaction
while raising
suetan@sph.com.sg
(Sue-Ann
Tan) the number of
points
they
need
to redeem certain
$ 4622
rewards from March 2, according
to its website yesterday.
The firm’s most frequent platinum users will earn four points for
every $1 spent across all products
with the change, down from the 10
points for every $1 when they use
GrabPay in stores, and six points

for every $1 spent on ride hailing
and food delivery services.
Its least frequent, or member,
users will earn two points per $1
spent, down from the five points
per $1 for in-store GrabPay transactions and three points per $1 for
GrabFood and ride hailing.
Grab will also increase the number of points needed to redeem certain rewards.
A $5 voucher for a Grab ride will
require 2,500 points across all user
tiers. Users can now redeem it for
between 1,900 and 2,200 points,
depending on their tier.
A Grab spokesman said: “While
the points earned on each dollar
spent will be fewer, our customers

tercard, while also giving users that bigger start-ups like Grab are
GrabRewards points.
realising that “they cannot burn
“Customers can also look for- cash indefinitely”.
ward to more ways of earning
“Given Grab’s challenging profpoints and rewards,” the itability situation, it has to progresspokesman added, listing exam- sively rationalise its costs, particuples such as games, flash sales and larly those of a more discretionary
campaigns.
nature like consumer rewards,”
The change in rewards comes added Prof Loh, who is the direceven as media reports noted last tor of the Centre of Governance, Inmonth that Grab was still finding stitutions and Organisations.
its way to profitability.
Prof Loh also noted that Grab’s
The Information, a digital infor- main rival in the ride-hailing busimation company, noted in a report ness – Gojek – is not competing in
that Grab had, at the end of 2018, the same rewards space.
been internally projecting a 2019
“Grab has to conserve and chanannual net loss of about US$1.5 bil- nel its financial resources to new
lion (S$2 billion).
strategic initiatives, even digital
Also, news outlet Bloomberg had banking,” he said, referring to
reported that accumulated losses Grab’s decision to apply for a digifrom the entity GrabTaxi, which tal full bank licence with Singtel.
likely does not fully reflect the busiA digital full bank licence will
ness, stood at $228.9 million in give chosen entities access to both
2018, according to regulatory fil- retail and corporate customers
ings.
and enable them to take deposits
Mr Reuben Lai, senior managing from retail customers.
director at Grab Financial Group,
Grab and Singtel will know if
told The Business Times that their application is successful by
Grab’s earnings before interest, the middle of this year.
tax, depreciation and amortisation
are positive in mature markets and awcw@sph.com.sg
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NTU, HP open new lab
to boost manufacturing
Sue-Ann Tan
Manufacturing companies will get
more help in transforming themselves to adopt digital technology
with a new lab that was officially
opened at Nanyang Technological
University (NTU) yesterday.
The facility, which was created
through a collaboration by NTU
and global technology giant HP,
showcases digital manufacturing
technologies that can make manufacturing and supply chain operations more efficient, cost-effective
and sustainable.
NTU also worked with HP to develop SkillsFuture courses to prepare employees in the manufacturing industry for the future.
HP chief technology officer and
head of HP Labs Shane Wall said:
“Our joint work in 3D printing, artificial intelligence, machine learning, security and sustainability will
produce disruptive technologies
that define the future of manufac-

turing. Working together, we can
create the workforce of the future
and ensure the fourth Industrial
Revolution is also a sustainable revolution.”
The aim is to recruit 100 researchers to work in the lab to develop innovative products such as
intelligent design software tools
that can automate advanced customisation.
An ongoing research project in
the lab looks at designing and optimising end-to-end supply chain operations to help manufacturers
scale the production of customised
goods quickly, especially during
times of high demand.
Besides exploring new technology, the university launched six
SkillsFuture courses for manufacturing professionals. Around 120
workers a year can undergo these
courses in the fundamentals of additive manufacturing or 3D printing, digital product designs, data
management, automation, user experience and business models.

Co-directors
of the HP-NTU
Corporate
Lab, NTU’s
Professor Tan
Ming Jen (far
left) and Dr
Mike Regan,
discussing
the
development
of new
intelligent
design
software tools
that will
speed up and
optimise the
printing
process for a
3D printer.
PHOTO: NTU

Professor Lam Khin Yong, NTU’s
senior vice-president of research,
said: “The advanced technologies
and automation solutions jointly
developed by NTU and HP are expected to impact businesses in Singapore and beyond, as these inno-
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vations are geared towards efficiency, productivity and most importantly, sustainability.
“The new SkillsFuture courses
developed jointly with HP also
bring valuable industrial perspectives to help upskill and train a criti-

cal talent pool for Singapore.
“This will support the country’s
drive towards becoming a smart nation as it faces the challenges of the
fourth Industrial Revolution.”
suetan@sph.com.sg
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